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SAFEGUARD CYBER:
DIGITAL RISK PROTECTION
Extending CrowdStrike endpoint protection to collaboration,
mobile chat and social media cloud applications

KEY BENEFITS

CHALLENGES
As enterprises increasingly depend on cloud-based communication applications for everyday
productivity and team collaboration, the need to secure these applications against thirdparty risk, ransomware, insider threats and/or data loss becomes paramount. The volume
and velocity of communications in these apps is outstripping email. Cybercriminals are now
incorporating social and digital collaboration applications into their attacks because these
third-party applications operate outside the traditional network perimeter. Security teams lack
the visibility to detect and respond to risks in these applications.

52%
of enterprise IT and
security professionals cite
data loss as their biggest
cyber safety concern

57%
of security leaders cite
internal collaboration
platforms as the highest
risk tech stack

66%
of successful companies
have proactive collaboration
security plans

SOLUTION
SafeGuard Cyber’s innovative agentless solution secures accounts, assets and
communications in cloud apps from cyber threats. The platform continuously scans cloud
communications for indicators of compromise (IOCs), including malware, malicious content,
account compromise, social engineering attacks and data loss events. Upon detection of any
of these threat indicators, SafeGuard Cyber’s Digital Risk Protection app immediately acts to
contain those attacks within the cloud application, while orchestrating CrowdStrike Falcon®
capabilities to coordinate real-time response across managed endpoints.

Secure today’s businesscritical cloud applications
• Slack
• Microsoft Teams
• Zoom
• LinkedIn

Decrease mean time to
detect (MTTD) and mean
time to resolve (MTTR)

Detect message context
and intent
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BUSINESS VALUE
Use Case / Challenge

Solution

Benefits

The enterprise typically
lacks visibility into social
and digital threat activities,
putting endpoints at risk.

The SafeGuard Cyber Digital Risk Protection
app provides systematic visibility of threat
activities occurring on protected accounts,
in channel, across 50+ social, mobile and
digital collaboration channels.

The SafeGuard Cyber Digital Risk Protection
app works with the Falcon API to extend visibility
into the detected threat activity to the Falcon
environment.

The enterprise typically
lacks the ability to defend
against social and digital
attack vectors.

The SafeGuard Cyber Digital Risk Protection
app provides the ability to detect IOCs
and take immediate action to potentially
quarantine them before they can transit to
physical endpoints.

The SafeGuard Cyber Digital Risk Protection app
utilizes CrowdStrike Falcon threat intelligence
APIs to evaluate IOCs against known and unknown
threats, and to provide coordinated response
across both virtual and physical endpoints.

The enterprise typically
lacks the ability to lock down
all employee BYOD devices
to protect against digital risk.

The SafeGuard Cyber Digital Risk Protection
app provides virtual risk protection for
employees’ social and digital accounts,
independent of their BYOD devices.

The SafeGuard Cyber Digital Risk Protection app
allows you to achieve a high degree of protection
from novel attacks including fileless social
engineering.

Extend Falcon
to protect
collaboration, chat
and social media
channels.

START
30-Day Trial

TECHNICAL SOLUTION
The SafeGuard Cyber Digital Risk Protection app integrates with CrowdStrike Falcon to provide visibility into
cyber threats occurring on social and digital channels. SafeGuard Cyber works through CrowdStrike Falcon
APIs to evaluate IOCs and indicators of attack (IOA) occurring on social and digital collaboration channels and
coordinate joint action to remediate these threats as they occur, both in the cloud and at the managed endpoint.

KEY CAPABILITIES
The SafeGuard Cyber Digital Risk Protection app integrates with CrowdStrike to provide visibility into
cyber threats occurring on social and digital channels, working through Falcon APIs to evaluate IOCs and
IOAs and coordinate joint action to remediate threats as they occur, both in the cloud and at the managed
endpoint.
I mproved Visibility: Works
with the Falcon API to extend
visibility into threat activity
across 50+ social and digital
channels including Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter and
LinkedIn; mobile apps such as
WhatsApp; and collaboration
tools such as Slack, Microsoft
Teams and Salesforce.

SafeGuard
Cyber Digital
Risk Protection
for CrowdStrike
Falcon

	
Advanced Defense: Utilizes
Falcon Threat Intelligence
APIs to evaluate IOCs against
known and unknown threats,
and to provide coordinated
response across both digital
collaboration accounts and
physical endpoints.

 xpanded Security: Improves
E
the security posture of the
enterprise by extending digital
risk protection to apps on
devices where the Falcon
agent isn’t present.
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ABOUT SAFEGUARD CYBER
SafeGuard Cyber protects the human connections organizations need to thrive in a digital world.
The cloud-native SafeGuard platform empowers the secure and compliant adoption of social,
mobile and cloud-based communication channels at a global business scale. Built on innovative
agentless architecture and award-winning AI analytics, the SafeGuard platform secures
business-critical communications, detects and stops cyber threats, and ensures compliance
in real time without disruption to natural workflows. With SafeGuard, customers gain business
agility with better security and time-to-value. Current customers include Global 100 enterprises,
small businesses, municipalities and national governments.

ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE
CrowdStrike, a global cybersecurity leader, is redefining security for the cloud era with an
endpoint protection platform built from the ground up to stop breaches. The CrowdStrike Falcon®
platform’s single lightweight-agent architecture leverages cloud-scale artificial intelligence
(AI) and offers real-time protection and visibility across the enterprise, preventing attacks on
endpoints on or off the network. Powered by the proprietary CrowdStrike Threat Graph®,
CrowdStrike Falcon correlates upward of 1 trillion endpoint-related events per day in real time
from across the globe, fueling one of the world’s most advanced data platforms for security.

Start Free Trial
of Next-Gen AV
Learn more www.crowdstrike.com
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